
A Journey towards Excellence: Learning the Lessons from Scandinavia

Treecanopy is a Consultant team operating in the ambit of Education and personal 
Consultancy.

Petra and Lorenzo are the founders and leaders of the team.

FOUNDERS (in a snapshot) WHO WE ARE
Petra, born in 1966 in Flensburg (Germany), has an outstanding track record in the Education 
and teacher in Forest Kindergarten. Since 1993, Petra has led  and still does one of the most 
important Forest Kindergarten in North of Germany; more significantly, she has been actually 
pioneering the Forest Kindergarten in Germany. Along the past 20 years, Petra has been re-
markably recognised as a key and relevant professional in this ambit; advisory for Kindergarten 
in Germany, startUp of several Kindergarten across Europe and Far East just to name few.
Petra is also a systemic Consultant.
Lorenzo, born in Naples (Italy on 1960), has run for several years quite a remarkable career 
within an Information Technology Corporation. After almost 25 years spent travelling around the 
world as Manager for the Corporation, he decided to significantly change the perspective head-
ing the compass toward personal development consultancy and sustainable growth. Renewable 
energies, Organic food are also amongst the passions that Lorenzo nourish and strive for. For-
mer management experience allowed Lorenzo to become proficient in managing and leading 
team; organizational skill along with international and cross-culture knowledge gained in several 
years spent abroad, gave Lorenzo the opportunity to acquire a good competence in dealing 
with different cultures. 

ACTIVITIES - WHAT WE DO
FOREST KINDERGARTEN (FK) 

Provide assistance and support on FK StartUp;
Provide assistance and support to existing FK which need to improve, refresh or widen their ac-
tivities.
Provide a 360 degree consultancy to related matters either to FK Teachers/Staff and families 
participating to the FK

CONSULTANCY

Personal development consultancy
Coaching and counselling
Expat assistance with particular regard to familiarisation and social inclusion within the territory/
Country

Consultancy services, no matter what type of, can be delivered either at-site or at Consultant 
premises; remote support could be evaluated when appropriate and when this will not affect 
quality and efficiency of the consultancy provided. 

Language spoken are German, English and Italian and translation might be required in case 
requestors do not speak either of the above languages.



CREDITS  & ACHIEVEMENTS
Apart from the German FK in Flensburg which represent a milestone in this subject, here are the 
most significant achievements that Petra and Lorenzo accomplished

2013 : Korean FK. Project had different phases both in Germany and in Korea. Korean FK is now 
up and running showing an enthusiastic growing and flourishing

2014 : Italian FK. Project started in late winter 2014. Italian FK owners (Paolo and Danilo) sought 
for Petra support and counselling to commence their Asilo nel Bosco in Ostia (Rome). Asilo nel 
Bosco has now become a true and praiseworthy example on how motivation and passion can 
make the difference in the education in Italy.

2015 : At the beginning of the year, upon the enthusiasm and the excitement of the success of the 
initiatives, we deemed it would have been a good idea create an International Federation of 
Kindergarten. The project received an enormous appreciation not only from all the Forest Kinder-
garten involved; all the stakeholders cheered and encouraged the initiative as a great opportunity 
for all concerned parties to share ideas, project or simply get in touch each other. International 
Federation FB page can today count on over 650 participants and still growing at a very fast pace.

2015 : Turkey ERASMUS Project. Just on the way. Turkish organisation has chosen us to train 
and “teach the Teacher” for their next-coming Kindergarten. Project is still undergoing and expect-
ed to be completed by mid 2016. 

2015 : Lion Organisation (China). One of the most significant organisation in China has requested 
a StartUp support for their initiative: launching Forest Kindergarten in China and have one teacher 
of our team acting as Kindergarten Director for the first three months. 

CODE OF CONDUCT
We proudly adhere to a clear, steady and substantial Code of Ethic. 
Fairness, transparency and honesty are three amongst the most important milestones we are 
committed to in all our relations. In addition to this, we also have our own values and principles 
which we strongly and firmly trust in. Even though there are fees associated to our activities, our 
main scope is to contribute to the flourishing and the nurturing of the values we trust on: education 
as key and  fundamental phase for the human being to thrive and prosper peacefully. When 
comes to consultancy, our prime scope is the help that we can provide to other people in need of.
Overall, we strongly trust in a sort of “Earth dictatorship”, where lives have their intrinsec values, 
regardless of the money, power and possession of goods.
We will firmly walk out from any of the request or proposal which deviate or oppose to our code. 

QUOTE 
“What do you think you'd like to be when you grow up? Outrageously happy!”. 
Hopefully, we'll have our kids keep telling this (Peanuts quote)

CONTACTS
By the way, as we are real persons, you can reach and find us at the following contacts:

email : team@treecanopy.eu
petra.jaeger@waldkindergarten.de
me@lorenzofilippi.eu


